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WULTICYCLING OF THE CERN-SPS: SUPERCYCLE GENERATION AND 
FIRST EXPERIENCE WITH THIS MODE OF OPERATION 

K.Cornelis. W.Herr, R.Schmidt CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
1. 

The SPS was originally designed to accelerete Protons 
up to k!iO GeV and to eject the particles to fixed 
target experiments. Nowadays it also operates as a pb 
collider with cfnstarg or pulsing energy, as an ion 
synchrotron 10 g S I and in the future it will serve 
as an electron/ positron injector for LEP. 

The total operational time must be used in the most 
efficient way. By interleaving the lepton cycles 
between the cycles to accelerate protons or ions. the 
lepton accelsration can b8 achieved with very little 
perturbations to the fixed target physics program 111. 
In addition, changing the mode of operation should be 
possible without substantial delays. The control system 
must allow "multlcycling' as well as fast changes of 
the operational mode. 

To fulfill these reguirements the hardware of the 
control system was substantially upgraded : a new 
timing system and new function generators providing 
the reference functions for various types of eouipment 
CZI replaced a major part of the old equipment, new 
console computers and a new computer network were added 
to the old control system. 

The software for the SPS is based on an entirely new 
concept : all parameters describing the different 
cycles like reference functions for the magnets and the 
acceleration system, parameters for the timing system 
and various functions related to the beam physics (e.g. 
bunch length, chromaticity etc) are calculated of *line 
in one step (SUPERCYCLE generation). When a SUPERCYCLE 
is initialized all necessary parameters for the 
equipment are send to th8 hardware T3I. Small changes 
(e.g. of the tune) can be done from the operator 
consoles based on data provided by the SUPERCYCLE 
generation. 

A SUPERCYCLE is a combination of different elementary 
cycles. An example is given in Fig.i: after the first 
elementary cycle to accelerate protons from 14 GeV to 
650 GeV the magnets ramp down to the necessary field 
for lepton injection at 3.5 6eV. Positrons are 
aCCOlerat8d in the first two 1efJtOn cycles while in the 
last one electrons are accelerated. Leptons can be 
accelerated up to 20 GeV in the first cycle and up to 
14 GeV in the last two cycles. 

An elementary cycle consists of several segments: 
beam-in segments with beam in the machine and beam-out 
segments to prepare the various accelerator components 
for the injection in the next elementary cycle (se0 
fig.21. 

In the beam-in segments the beam is transferred from an 
initial state to a final state. For the lepton cycles 
the initial stat0 is given by the beam parameters at 
injection (momentum, bunch length, emittances ..T, the 
final state is given by the parameters at extraction 
(for LEP injection this will be an energy of 20 6eV and 
a bunch length of about 4 cm). 

For the cycle to accelerate protons and antlDrOtOn6 tn 
prepare a physics run in collider mode, the initial 
state is given by the beam parameters at injection 
energy and by the machine optics with B functions at 
the interaction point of 3.5m * 7m. The final state is 
a coasting beam at 315 GeV with an optics with S 
functions of 0.5m * lm at the interaction points. 
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Fig.1: Layout ot a Sopercyc1a with one proton and three 

lepton cycfes [only the part up to 100 GeV is shown) 
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3. mn of the rm 

3.1 wtion of thein am 

As an example w8 describe the generation of a beam-in 
segment for an elementary lepton cycle. The energy for 
this cycle is shown in Fig.2 as a function of time. The 
leptons are accelerated from 3.5 GeV to 14 GeV. The 
bunches can be injected at any time between t and t 
The acceleration takes 265 me. The extraction' of ta, 
bunches towards LEP is done during the roundoff between 
t, end t, . 

4 ma- In 
the SPS the same power supplies are used for the proton 
cycles and for the lopton cycles. In the proton cycle 
the current goes up to a value of 6000 A corresponding 
to an energy of 450 GeV, in the lepton cycles the 
current is 38 A at injection. It is necessary to 
avoid fluctuations of the betatron tune larger than 
0.02 and this requires the variations of currents to be 
smaller than 20 mA. The total dynamic range is in the 
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order of 106. The required stability during the ramp 
could be achieved by raising the magnet Currents very 

smoothly. The momentum is defined by the following 
functions : 

The chromaticlty along the ramp is shown in Fig.3. The 
currents for the four sextupole families which are used 
to correct the chromaticity to a value around zero are 
then calculated using a matrix a : 

11 
pItI + a*t 

3 
= PO + b't' t = 1t2, t31 

p(t) = P, + c*t t=1t t,1 3’ 

p(t) = P2 + d*t3 t = [t,, t,1 

The coefficients a,b,c and d are calculated assuming 
that p(t) 1.5 a twice continouslydlfferentlable function 
at t=t and t=t * The magnetic field in the bending 
magnets3rs proportional to the momentum. The current is 
found in an array holding the current versus the 
magnetic field known from earlier msaSUrementS. 

4 2 
Ii - r r 

i=l ,= 1 
aij f 

‘i3 

with I.... currents for the sextupoles 
a.... matrix elements 
E.... chromaticity to be corrected 

Another way of constructing a ramp is the calculation 
of the fastest possible ramp. The limitations can be 

given by any system in the SPS (current rn the bending 
or quadrupoles magnets, acceleration voltage). The 
program will find the fastest ramp respecting all 

hardware limitations as described in 141. 

The matrix elements are precalculated and read from the 
optics Input. The sextupole currents to compensate the 
chromatlcity I" Fig.3 are shown in Flg.4. As for the 
tune, the current changes for the different SextuPOle 
families are given in order to change the chromaticity 
from the consoles by one unit. 

ters related to the acc;eleratino sv&gg~ On the 
base of the momentum function the voltage for 
acceleration and some other useful parameters are 
calculated. 

ODtics; For the calculation of the currents of 

quadrupoles and sextupoles the beam optics has to be 
specrfied. For lepton cycles only one optics is used. 

For the pij collider the G function at the interaction 
point is reduced from 7.0 m s 3.5 m to 1.0 m * 0.5 m 

after the particles have been accelerated to 315 GeV. 
This requires a dynamic change of the quadrupole and 
sextupole strengthes and different optics have to be 
used. 

The input parameters for this calculation are the 
parameters of the injected bunches la0 bunch length, 
energy spread, intensity) and the required parameters 
for the extraction. 

________. __-. --.. ._-- ..-- 

Ck..*llClt, 7 

Ouadruooles: The quadrupole field gradient is given by 
dg/dx=k*lBpl. The normalised quadrupole strength k is 
taken from the beam optics. the value for Gg 2s known 
from the calculation of the momentum. The current for 
each value of the field gradient is again found in an 
array. The necessary information to allow small tune 
changes by the operator is provided in the following 
way: for each point along the ramp the change in 
current necessary to achieve a unit change of the tune 
is calculated, and this for all quadrupoles which are 
used to change the tunes. 
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Sektubou: The calculation of the sextupole currents 
requires a knowledge of the chromaticity along the 
ramp. The model we have used LS T51: 

E, = ah + bhIP ' Ch b/P 

Fv = av + bv /P + cy ;/P 

where: 

Lag_. ..?“;I;-- : I ._,__e 160 2m 210 200 

Tt.e ,.I, 

Fig.3: Applied chrolaticity correction along the ramp 

,------ --.- --- 

E . . . . . chromaticrty, E = ((IP/Ol / (bp/p) 

a . . . . . lattice chromatrcity plus the chromaticity 
whrch is Induced by sewtupolar f2elds in the bending 
magnets. This is independent of the momentum. 

b/p..... chromaticity rnduced by the remanent sextupolar 
field components in the bending magnets. 

c*i/p...chromatrcity generated by eddy currents. In 
particular at low momentum this effect 1s substantial. 

The subscrlpts v and h denote the vertical and 
horizontal plane. 

For the lepton optics typical values for the 
coefficients are : IDO T,.$ f.rl -,0 L :” I _ . ..__ “p” Y0 

300 I 
a = -1.00. b = - 3.4, c= . 308 for the horizontal plane. Flg.4: Sextupole currents III the different families to 
a = -1.42, b = + 9.5. c=-.280 for the vertical plane. correct the chroraticity for a lepton cycle 
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The necessary voltage for capture and acceleration 1s 
then calculated lthe synchrotron radiation losses and 

the required bucket area are includedl. Once the 
voltage is known, a set of beam parameters can be 

calculated : bunch length, energy spread, synchrotron 

frequency. instability thresholds etc. Some of these 

fuoctlons for the lepton ramp are shown in Frg.5. In 
the SPS the cavities are grouped in two families. The 

voltage an the beam is changed by changing both the 
voltage and the phase between the two CaVi%Y families. 

these functions are calculated in the SUPERCYCLE 

generation. 
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Fig.5: Accelerating voltage, bunch 1enSth and energy 
spread for a Iepton cycle. 

Qutput: All results of the calculation for the beam-in 
segment are written onto a file as a "HOPS" data 
structure l61. All calculated beam-rn segments are 
calculated and catalogued in order to be able to 
retrieve precalculated beam-in segments in an easy way. 

3.2 s ;of 

The beam-out segments are not explicitely computed but 
generated when the complete SUPERCYCLE is assembled. 

4. -construction of the SUPERCYClE 

A SUPERCYCLE is a combination of different beam-in 
segments and the beam-out segments in between. First, 
the operator chooses from the catalog with all 
available beam-in segments the segments he wants to use 
for the SUPERCYCLE. Then the functions to connect two 
beam-in segments are calculated 1 e.g. the current sn 
the marn bending magnets down from the 250 GeV level to 
the injection level of the leptons). 

In the SUPERCYCLE no time IS available to demagnltise 
the various elements. Thus creates a hrstory dependence 
of the magnetic field [Hysteresis effects). Assume a 
proton cycle is followed by lepton cycles (Fig.!): 
wlthout the lepton cycles the current in the main 
bending magnets goes directly to its value at the 
injectlon level. The magnetic field at this level 
changes by a substantial amount rf the cycle sequence 
IS changed (2 Gauss which correspoods to 0.32) and the 
beam 1s lost. It was al50 observed that even slrght 
changes of the manlmal field in the lepton cycles 
(about 10 Gauss) can change the magnetic field at 
proton injection and deteriorate the transmission of 
the protons. By ramping the magnets always to a field 
whrch corresponds to an energy of 23.5 GeV (after the 
end of the beam-in segment) this sensitivity cou1.d be 
reduced. Slight changes during the lepton cycles have 
no adverse effects on the protons. 

In the assembly of the supercyle other requirements 
have to be met. The SUPERCYCLE has to be compatrble 
with the cycling of the CPS. which is the injector for 
the SPS. In addition, the total power consumption mUSt 
stay below a certain value. 

5. The output of thg SUPLRCYCIE qenera!&z 

The output of the SUPERCYCLE gensratlon is written into 
a standard data structure using the data structure 
management system MOPS and an entry in a catalog with 
all available SUPERCYCLEs is generated. This Includes 
the full information about all functions needed to 
drive the hardware. In addition data concernrng the 
timing system are written. Other information, like the 
beam-optics at each point in the SUPERCYCLE, can also 
be retrieved from the generated data. 

6. First exDeri ence wrth fI&tJ.tlcvw 

The SPS started to operate in multicycling mode in 
1987. The lepton cycles are running on the base of the 
data provided by the SUPERCYCLE generation. The proton 
cycle is still driven in the conventional way. 

The first objective was to deCOUp the lepton cycles 
from the proton cycle to allow for lepton injection and 
acceleration tests without disturbing the protons. This 
could be achieved although the proton cycle had to be 
reoptimized in the presence of the lepton cycles 
beCaUS8 of the change in the magnetic history. The 
expected effectsfrom eddy currents (induced currents in 
the beampipe caused by thff change of the magnetic field 
after a beam-in segment) are relatively small. The 
decay of the eddy currents causes a tune change at the 
lepton injection level of about 0.02 between the 
injectL.on and the start of the ramp 299 ms later. 

7. S 

The SUPERCYCLE generation software can be understood as 
one element in the software used to study and operate 
the SPS. This software includes a data base IORACLE) 
which contarns a description of the machine and the 
equipment and programs to study beam physics (e.g. to 
calculate optics, tracking etc.). In the framework of 
the control system other programs for closed orbit 
corrections, tune and chromaticity trims etc. are 
avazlable. The SUPERCYCLE generation connects the data 
from the database and our present knowledge on machine 
physics to prepare the parameters needed to drive the 
accelerator and serves as an Interface between 
theoretical models of the accelerator and the hardware 
settings. In this sense the SUPERCYCLE generation is a 
step towards a coherent software structure for the 
CERN-SPS. 
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